CaLabo LMS
Virtual Language Leaning Environment
CaLabo LMS (Learning Management System) is a
unique LMS server product specially designed to
create a virtual language learning environment.
CaLabo LMS provides the capability to manage and
deliver course content, activities, collaboration space
and evaluation tools.
It also works seamlessly with the CaLabo EX digital
language lab software so that institutions can create
perfect asynchronous and synchronous language
learning environments.

CaLabo LMS Virtual Language Learning Environment
Linking Content, Classrooms and Virtual Learning

Course Content

Classroom

Virtual

Manage Course Resources

Polling / Survey

Instructors can create course pages for each course
and add learning modules to each lesson.
Learners can log in at anytime and from anywhere to
access their course materials, files, discussion and
assignments 24/7.

Instructors can create several types of questions
including multiple choice for learners. As learners
answer the questions, the results will be calculated
automatically and viewable by both the teacher and
each learner.

Submit Assignment Online

e-Portfolio

Instructors can assign tasks and homework for each
lesson. Learners can submit tasks in any file format
until the due date.

Grading
Instructors view assignment submissions or forums
and then add grades and comments.

Learners can assemble their work, lesson materials
and their own recordings for self or third person
evaluation or for presentation purposes.
Instructors or third parties can have the ability to
evaluate each learner's portfolio.

File Manager

Forums, Group Discussion

All resources for each course and lesson files can
be centrally managed.

Threaded discussion boards for asynchronous
group discussion on lesson related topics.

CaLabo Language Lab Integration

Online Chat
Allows real-time synchronous communication by
learners from anywhere.
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Once both the CaLabo LMS and CaLabo EX Digital
Language Lab are linked, they will be able to share
all course and enrolled student information.

